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Dave Welsh on his union pamphlet, Close Encounters 

Obviously the District Line goes through places like Embankment and all those 

stations just along the river, and um we drew into a platform one day and there was 

a big notice at the front end of the platform saying um … sort of, ‘If you want to 

join the National Front march outside the station please go the, you know, take this 

exit.’ Course, my driver was a young kind of Asian guy, and I mean he 

immediately picked it up and said what are they doing? They’re giving free 

publicity to the National Front! Now this may have been just an accident. It may 

have been some supervisor who’d been told to write something on the chalk board 

and had done that. Um but again it seemed to confirm that there was, there was a 

still a kind of latent um racism in some parts of the Underground. Um, so Close  

Encounters on the District Line, which was, which was a kind of copy of, or had 

come about because there was something on the Piccadilly Line called Pick Up on 

the East, a similar little magazine. Topical, you know, we tried to make it jokey, 

fun, cartoons. I mean the title was taken from the film, obviously, Close 

Encounters. And that in itself was an attempt to be - not to be too serious. You 

know?  

And obviously it was influenced for me by the fact that I was involved in political 

groups outside, or political, well you know, on the left. And you were, you were 

trying to translate your, what your political group um believed into everyday - in 

everyday life in transport, and it wasn’t easy [LAUGHS] by any means. Er and 

obviously I would sell the paper of my organisation, which was called Big Flame, I 

would sell, try and sell the paper in the depot, never very successfully. People, 

people - I mean people, I’m sure realised by now, in a workplace, most people, if 

you’re selling a so-called revolutionary paper, most people buy it because they’re 

your mates. They don’t buy it because - oh, here you are Dave, here’s a quid, 
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here’s fifty p, yeah great. They’re don’t- they’re not gonna read it. You just have to 

be [LAUGHS] you know, you just understand this. Er you know they don’t come 

flocking - oh, I want to join! I want to join! You know, can I join up now? But in 

terms of that, you know Close Encounters, we would have meetings in Dagenham, 

in um, in Barking. I mean remember one day, my driver, Bob Gardner, we were in 

the pub - actually we’d just had - and he was involved - we’d just had er a union 

meeting. And we were all in the pub after and he was playing on the slot machine, 

you know, and he - suddenly money came out, like a fountain, he just hit the 

jackpot, and [CHEERS] there was pound coins flying all over the bar, and er and 

he kind of scraped it all, scraped it all up and got it into a big pile and said right, 

here Dave, here’s for the next issue of Close Encounters. I mean, and I mean it 

literally, this is the way we financed it, you know, we had no money. But it’s that 

kind of thing where you just - you know, er, people were, people believed in it, and 

I think, and I think…you know, I don’t think it, what did it achieve? But it did 

give, it did give a kind of voice to, to, to um drivers and guards. Um when there 

were guards on there. And it, it, and I think it said to everybody who, um, who did 

read Close Encounters - and they did read, they did read that, because it was - I 

mean, we used to charge ten p. You know, but people read it, um and I think they 

felt, well, there’s someone out there - on the job, not far away union officials - who 

were anti-racist, supported women coming on the job, um and were…you know, 

pretty up-front about it. 
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Dave Welsh on rank-and-fileism 

Unions don’t respond very well or very quickly to, to new ideas. And I think that’s 

what rank-and-fileism was about, it was about trying to build something that 

wasn’t anti-union, was complementary to it, but would sometimes bring you into 

conflict with the union officials, or with union policy or whatever. But I think, you 

know, if it brought you into conflict over things like racism, you know, some of the 

conflicts were probably silly, but if it brought you into conflict with things like 

racism then I think right was on our side. Because effectively, we have now seen 

that all the things - as we were talking earlier about, you know, institutional racism 

recognised after Stephen Lawrence’s murder, er MacPhearson and all that - we 

have seen that those unions, and indeed governments, have gone down that road. 

They’ve all got their equalities policy, they’ve all got their, their training, they’ve 

all got their, their, you know, all that. So in a sense, where did that come from? 

Well, it came from the very people who were scorned by government, unions, 

employers, as troublemakers, problem dissidents, idiots, you know, wanting a 

utopia. Well all those things that those people were calling for have now become 

the normal kind of conduct, or the normal framework for, for the way organisations 

are supposed to be run. The fact that we know that in practice it doesn’t always 

work out like that. Policies are one thing, practice is another.  

But all the things that those kind of people were, were talking about - and whether, 

here, we’re talking about women or, or discrimination or equality or, or bullying or 

health and safety…you know, all those things that people were talking about in, in 

you know, starting in the fifties and, and you know. And it has to be that there is 

some human being doing it. There has to be somebody out there, in the front line, 

having the arguments, thinking, oh, not again! And sometimes, at five o’clock in 

the morning, you’re making your - coz what you do is, you go down with your 
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driver, the driver would get the train ready, do his or her bit - his bit, really. You go 

and make the tea, and in those days we had tea cans. There’d be a boiler and you’d 

make your tea. A bit of tea. The guard would get back on the train, do his bit, test 

the door, brakes, etc. And then you’d both sit down with your tea, you know. And 

what, and usually, at five o’clock in the morning - and a fag, obviously, coz in 

those days you could smoke on trains, I mean we’d sit there with a ciggy and - but 

I mean, you were, you were crewed up, if you were crewed up with a good driver 

or guard and you got on with them, it was great. Er but sometimes you weren’t, 

you were crewed up with some real…person you didn’t get on with at all, on all 

levels. And er, the last thing you wanted at five o’clock in the morning was to start 

another - to sort of, oh, oh! [CLAPS] You know, I’ve just dragged myself out of 

bed, I’ve got here, I’ve practically been sick on the staff coach because it’s 

jumping all over the place, I’ve got here, I’ve then walked all the way down to the 

depot, it’s taken me an hour and a half, I’m not even awake, right, and now I’m on 

duty, right, my job is as the guard or the driver, so I’m doing my job, I’m booked 

on, but now I’ve gotta be on duty as a militant. I’ve gotta start arguing with this 

person about whatever it is. And obviously, sometimes that’s, that’s hard, and very 

unrewarding. And I’m sure, um probably takes a certain sort of crackpot type 

person to do it [LAUGHS]. But you know what I mean. If all those things hadn’t 

been done, that simple, basic level - five o’clock in the morning, in a depot, out in 

the , wherever it is, you know, Upminster. Um, unless people are doing that, that 

voice is not heard.  


